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Consuming tradition, manufacturing heritage: global norms and urban forms in the age of tourism
edited by N A Sayyad; Routledge, London, 2001, 310 pages, »45.00 (US $75.00) ISBN 0415239419
Tourism literature, for the most part, has focused on the international tourism market and
tourist typologies, or on impacts, both positive and negative, experienced by host peoples and
cultures in the developing world. Consuming Tradition, Manufacturing Heritage marks a depar-
ture in its analysis of the consumption of tourism and exploration of heritage over the more
widely written subject of the `gaze' of the tourist. Compiled in the form of separate chapters on
such divergent subjects as the role of tourism in colonial Egypt, notions of identity and self in
relation to culture and heritage, and shifts in `ownership' within Tel-Aviv and surrounding
Arab ^ Jewish areas, it is nevertheless comprehensive and lucid. Combining a variety of issues
based around tourism planning and consumption, it offers readers, specifically at a multi-
disciplinary postgraduate level, an insightful discussion of the contested notion of heritage.
This is explored in relation to notions of identity, ownership, and space and how these play out
amongst and between the needs of diverging actors and their cultures and traditions.
A particular strength of this book is its ability to deconstruct the `tourist' within a wider
analysis of historical processes of change and current planning developments, rather than
reducing the analysis to pure tourist ^ host relationships. It attempts to look beyond a standard-
ised analysis of tourism consumption and tradition, through exploring the differing types of
environments which create and exploit cultural heritage. However, this is largely conceptualised
within well-worked notions of cultural nostalgia, authenticity, and the creation and consumption
of space.
The book is arranged well, so as to offer a transition, indeed almost a metamorphosis,
between chapters exploring the `individual' and later pieces dealing with cultural and social space.
This can be seen in early chapters, which explore issues surrounding the self and identity and the
role of the tourist in relation to the other, as well as in later sections that deal with tradition and
representation of differing cultural groups and the way in which the individual is placed alongside
and within culture, tradition, and society. The individual/societal division is further examined
with regard to the right to ownership within spaces, perceived to be part of a c`ommon herit-
age'. The possibility of commodification and depoliticisation of culture and tradition by the
planning and development of tourism in a market economy is also considered and explored.
I found Nelson Graburn's chapter: `` Learning to consume: what is heritage and when is it
traditional?'' particularly interesting in its perspective on culture and heritage, through, for
example, the exploration of expatriate (in this case colonial) children and their complex attitudes
of self-identity and responsibility towards a cultural and material heritage often in opposition
to their Western, privileged upbringing and boarding schools and homes in Europe. Moreover
this `guilt-like attitude' towards a culture they are both a part of, relate to, and intrinsically
separate from, is also noted in the reaction of many Germans after World War 2 in their
feeling towards a Germany many felt was `tainted with Nazism'. This excerpt illustrates the
difficulty in defining `identity', c`ulture', and `tradition' and in turn, one's responsibility to it, a
point also recognised and explored in Dell Upton's chapter, `A`uthentic anxieties''. Further, in
terms of tourism, many of the chapters highlight the importance in exploring who creates the
space for tourist consumption and to what degree individuals representing differing cultural
groups, are responsible for their own representation and voice, which is a key theme in this book.
The main theme of `heritage' is also explored in chapters dealing with vernacular architec-
ture and the role the built landscape has in defining and ascribing various notions of nostalgia,
authenticity, and tradition to it. This can be seen in Paul Oliver's discussion of open-air muse-
ums and J Philip Gruen's piece on the importance of buildings in elevating 19th-century San
Francisco to a familiar, yet exotic `world-class city'. However, although both of these chapters
were interesting and relevant, I found the last three chapters to offer perhaps the clearest and
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most in-depth discussions of `heritage' and tourism: Timothy Mitchell's `` Making the nation: the
politics of heritage in Egypt'', Mark LeVine's `` The `new ^ old Jaffa': tourism, gentrification, and
the battle for Tel Aviv's Arab neighbourhood'', and Anne-Marie Broudehoux's `` Image making,
city marketing, and the aesthetization of social inequality in Rio de Janeiro''. In all these chapters,
there was recognition of the political, class-based, and complex nature of tourism when ascribed
alongside heritage. Indeed, as noted by Upton, ``consequently it may be fruitful to understand
heritage, tradition, and modernity as strategic political positions, rather than as fixed or
essential qualities of sites or cultural practices, much less of individual identities''.
Any study of heritage will thus largely be about the discussion of landscapes, whether
defined in terms of built or cultural, and to this end the complex notion of who creates and
who consumes heritage, needs to be explored, especially when involving tourism, with regard
to the political, cultural/traditional arena as well as that of the `individual' (albeit recognising
the contested nature of all of them). This book not only offers a broad and thoughtful explora-
tion of heritage and tradition, but does so in an engaging, perceptive, and considered way,
contributing significantly to current tourism discourse.
Miranda McMinn
Department of Geography, Kings College London, University of London, Strand, London
WC2R 2LS, England
Hybridity and its discontents: politics, science, culture edited by A E Coombes, A Brah;
Routledge, London, 2000, 299 pages, »58.00 cloth, »15.99 paper (US $85.00, $25.99),
ISBN 0 41519403 4, 0 415194032
In one of the more fascinating chapters in this volume, Annie E Coombes (page 175) explores
some of the ways that the Voortrekker Monument near Pretoria has become a `` staging point for
self-fashioning'' for constituencies across the political spectrum in post-Apartheid South Africa.
From Afrikaner nationalists intent on protecting their c`ultural rights' to a black politician
negotiating the politics of national unity to certain critical pornographers intent on undermining
the Monument's racist and gendered iconography, the Monument, Coombes concludes, `` has
become a hybrid which, if not able to disinvest the monolith of its ignoble and oppressive past,
does at least offer the possibility of indifference in its future'' (page 195). It is an odd place to end
the essay, especially because the `` possibility of indifference'' is precisely what the author has
ruled out in her deconstruction of the site, from its mid-20th-century fascist origins to its more
recent uses as a spectacle for critical or ironic cultural politics. But her conclusion is noteworthy
in another sense because it encapsulates an ontological `spectrum' consistent with many of the
other chapters in the book: the critical choice to make, in these terms, is between some (either
monstrous or benign) essentialized cultural object or discourse, on the one hand, and the
acknowledgement of hybridity, on the other, the latter suggesting that everything is in some
manner a mutually constituted coproduction or translation. Though Coombes and coeditor
Avtar Brah suggest (page 2) in their introduction that the book is meant to clarify `` the stakes
in the present debates on hybridity versus essentialism'' (and `` strategic essentialism''), the fix is in
from the start: by my count, it is thirteen chapters-to-nil for hybridity. And yet, some telling
anxieties emerge among the contributors, drawn mainly from cultural and postcolonial studies,
about what this new knowledge of hybridity means. Is the `` possibility of indifference'' too much
or too little to hope for?
It is difficult to escape the conclusion, with the terms of debate thus framed, that the
collection itself is a hybrid of sorts: five of the chapters have previously been published else-
where, and the style, depth of insight, and quality of the essays are all highly variable. At
its worst, the theories expounded can be opaque, the prose turgid [take, for example, this com-
ment from John Kraniauskas (page 241): `` Disjunctive enunciation, therefore, does have a con-
tentsöthe differential object of narrative ordering and self-constitutionöand it works as the
discourse of culture'söin this case, modernity'söunconscious. In other words, the process of
disavowal is welded into disjuncture.''] But key chunks of the text work quite well together,
including the section on `` genetic cartographies and the discourse of science''. Here Donna
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Haraway's analysis of genetic fetishism, excerpted from her (1997) Modest Witness book, nicely
sets up the critiques offered by two original contributions: Deborah Lynn Steinberg's reading
of paternalist and racialist underpinnings in a BBC lecture on the `` language of genes'' by
popularizing geneticist Steve Jones, and Lola Young's astute consideration of `` melanin meta-
narratives'' that reconstruct racial hierarchies in proportion to the bodily presence of melanin,
the substance that produces skin pigments. Acknowledging the failure of postmodern theoret-
ical perspectives to construct or even impact political programs, Young ultimately takes head
on (page 167) an important contradiction that arises from organizing analytical agendas
around the deconstruction of essentialisms: `` For many black people, the notion of a trans-
national black community is an empowering one because it provides a position of authority
from which to speak. The nub of the problem for black academics, scholars, and intellectuals
seems to be that de-essentializing serves to undermine the authority of the black subject. And
if black people cannot speak to, and from the (shifting) position of, the racialized subject,
how can we speak at all?''
It is a good, tough question, and it is one which, in one form or another, several pieces
in this volume bump up against. For anthropologist Nicholas Thomas (page 214), in a rather
different study of Polynesian textiles, `` the recognition of cross-cultural artefacts should not be
limited to the celebration of their `hybridity', their seeming exemplification of creolization.
Artefacts such as tiputa [`ponchos'] and tivaevae [patchwork quilts] can not only reveal the
fissures and contradictions in the language of identity, they also suggest practices and histories
that lie entirely beyond it.'' At its best, this book raises questions about the limits defined by
the vocabulary of hybridity and essentialism. Although there is a good deal of intelligence in
this book, there is also much that lies entirely beyond it.
Scott Kirsch
Department of Geography, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-
3220, USA
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Waterfronts in post-industrial cities edited by R Marshall; Spon Press, London, 2001, 194 pages,
»35.00 paper (US $55.00), ISBN 0 415255163
Emerging from a conference in 1999 hosted by the Harvard Graduate School of Design, this
book attempts to move to a `second generation' of the literature on waterfront projects by
building on an earlier body of work on the likes of Baltimore, London, and Toronto with a study
of cities that `` represent the emerging context for waterfront revitalization efforts'' (page 7). As it
suggests, the structure of the conference (and of the book) was to address the problem that `` too
often, communication between decision-makers and designers and planners only occurs after
decisions have been made'' (page 8). This was the conference agenda, and we assume that it was
a stimulating and lively event. Problems arise, however, when this is placed in the context of a
book for a broader academic and policy audience.
After a brief introduction, the book is divided into four parts. The case studies in each
are structured to focus on themes such as connection to the waterfront (Vancouver and Sydney),
image (Bilbao and Shanghai), port ^ city relations (Genoa and Las Palmas, San Francisco, and
Boston), and `new waterfronts in historic cities' (Amsterdam and Havana). Each section also
has more synoptic chapters focusing on waterfronts as policy models, where Millspaugh's
checklist of planning and governance issues is probably the most useful.
The stated intention of the conference and edited collection was to ``move beyond the
glamour of these revitalization efforts to evaluate their success, understand the challenges that
were overcome, and reflect on the longer-term sustainability of the projects in social and eco-
nomic terms'' (page 7). Laudable objectives, but things begin to unravel when one considers
who the contributors to the conference are. There are two issues here. Marshall, as editor,
has a massive task in trying to make meaningful connections between such diverse projects.
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Sadly, although tantalising glimpses of radically different planning processes are offered, the
case studies are rather superficial, and appear to be based on a rapid synthesis (or summary)
of materials and slides presented at the conference. For example, the crucial battles over the
IJburg in Amsterdam, the referendum, and how this fitted within the broader issue of strategic
planning of the Randstad, is largely ignored. And why this is situated in the same chapter
as Havana never emerges, given that only four short paragraphs are devoted to an attempt
at comparison. Krieger's concluding chapter is more successful, with six `reflections on the
Boston waterfront', that situate the experiences of the cities in the context of the host city.
Part of the problem is that the conference attendees were the drivers of the projects them-
selves, and clearly wasted no opportunity to sell their own waterfronts. Vegara's chapter
includes a subsection called `the miracle of Bilbao'. Others might be better judges of that,
notwithstanding the city's remarkable transition, considering that the author is listed as director
of the Basque regional plan! Elsewhere, Marshall's summary of Sydney notes that the city's
success is the result of the `` single-minded determination and political skill of the Lord Mayor,
Frank Sartor'' (page 38). Only ten lines below, a footnote states that the chapter `` is based in
large part upon case study material prepared by... the City of Sydney... and on presentations
by... the Lord Mayor of Sydney, Frank Sartor'' (page 38). Curious.
This is a good-looking and well-produced book, with some excellent photographs of all
the cities considered. But at »35 ($55) for a softback, one might expect this. It is a something
of a disappointment for the reasons outlined above and, although it does function as a clear,
if basic, introduction to a set of cities sometimes ignored in the waterfront literature, the
absence of any meaningful critical analysis leaves one with a sense of frustration.
Donald McNeil
Department of Geography, University of Southampton, Southampton SO17 1BJ, England
Manufacturing Montreal: the making of an industrial landscape, 1850 ^ 1930 by R Lewis; Johns
Hopkins University Press, Baltimore, MD, 2000, 336 pages, $45.00 (»35.00) ISBN 0 8018 6349X
Lewis begins his account by identifying two tendencies in scholarship on North American
urbanization, both of which he illustrates with a long list of examples from well-known
scholars and texts. The first is the tendency to portray suburbanization as a 20th-century
phenomenon, and the second is to portray it as a solely middle-class endeavor. Through this
investigation into the development of manufacturing districts in Montreal from the mid-19th
through the first third of the 20th century, Lewis challenges both views. On the one hand
he argues that suburbanization was going strong well before the use of cars, trucks, or
even streetcars became widespread. On the other, he argues that the dichotomized view of
19th-century cities into `` working-class inner-city'' and `` middle-class suburb'' has obscured our
understanding of manufacturing suburbs.Whereas existing scholarship on industrial suburbs has
focused on expansion over a single growth cycle, Manufacturing Montreal provides a detailed
case study of several districts over a period of eighty years.
Drawing on, among other sources, water tax rolls, which provide addresses and annual
rents for every business in the city, Lewis makes a series of subarguments about the impact of
growth cycles on industrial expansion. He argues that with each growth cycle firms of different
sizes were lured out of downtown, suburbs became more specialized, and industrial growth
triggered changes in land use well beyond the manufacturing sector. He further argues that
decisions on the part of industrialists over where to locate required an intimate understanding
of how the city worked, and that sometimes even companies of comparable size in the same
industry made quite different locational decisions.
Lewis begins the empirical part of his book with an overview of Montreal and its economy
in the 19th century. He describes the city's transition from a commercial to an industrial-based
economy, achieved by investing massively in infrastructure, and gaining control of key staple
markets such as wheat and lumber. So successful was this period of industrial expansion that
by mid-century Montreal was at the industrial and financial center of the Canadian economy,
while continuing to serve as the principal port to European markets, and jumping-off point to
Ontario and, later, the Prairie Provinces. Together with a chapter on planning and housing,
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the empirical chapters focus on the manufacturing districts that emerged in and around the city
as companies expanded their markets domestically and abroad. Chapters address the central
business district, Eastern, and Western manufacturing districts between 1850 and 1890, and in
turn between 1890 and 1929.
Lewis draws on numerous examples to illustrate why different firms chose to locate where
they did. Through an analysis of printing, clothing, and carriage-making industries in part 1,
Lewis considers why some manufacturers chose to remain downtown and incur high rents in
order to capitalize on the proximity to transportation networks, easy access to a broad customer
base, and the variety of industrial sites a central location afforded. He then considers the
companies both large and small for which manufacturing districts East and West of downtown
were more attractive before the turn of the century: including companies dealing in textiles,
rubber, food processing, and beer brewing.
Part 2 traces the development of each district through the first third of the 20th century,
chronicling the continued growth on the periphery, and reasons why certain manufacturers
chose to remain downtown even into the new century. He notes the importance of the role
businesses played not only as employers but as landlords, and discusses the high price residents
in certain manufacturing suburbs paid, in the form of unsafe housing and unsanitary public
utilities, for the kind of economic expansion city government and the business community
desired. Through a vast array of evidence from companies across a wide stretch of the manu-
facturing sector, Lewis creates a portrait of cheek-by-jowl development, much of it unplanned,
in a city guided by policies that strongly favored economic growth. The book is a nicely
written, thoroughly researched account of the development of manufacturing districts in what
has been, for most of its history, Canada's premier city.
Although the book is rich in detail and thoroughly argued, certain questions present them-
selves as avenues for further investigation. For instance, one wonders how industrial location
and the development of manufacturing districts interplayed with the city's social geography.
Though Lewis rightly notes industry's capacity to exacerbate social divides, more could have
been said about how gender, ethnicity, and (especially in Montreal) religion and language
figured into the process of industrial location, and the character of the neighborhoods that
grew up in the different districts. Finally, in a city with a long, proud history of organized
labor, one also wonders how workers reacted to a city government so disinterested in their
concerns, and whether this too affected choices about industrial location.
Kate Boyer, The Nelson A Rockefeller Institute of Government, Albany, NY 12203, USA
Skateboarding, space and the city: architecture and the body by I Borden; Berg, Oxford, 2001,
318 pages, »42.99 cloth, »14.99 paper (US$68.00, $23.00) ISBN 185973 488X, 1859734936
In the last decade, Henri Lefebvre's critiques of space and modern society have started to receive
considerable attention in anglophone academia, fed by the translation of several major works.
Kofman and Lebas note that this interest has tended to neglect the philosophical and socio-
logical elements of Lefebvre's thinking, in particular his analysis of the city and everyday life.
Borden's study of skateboarding is a significant corrective to this oversight. It serves to illustrate
through concrete example a wide range of Lefebvre's concepts: space as perceived, conceived,
and lived; alienation and appropriation; use value; the oeuvre; praxis; leisure as a critique within
everyday life; the sensing body; rhythmanalysis; and, most centrally, the production of space.
Careful interweaving of Borden's own research with copious quotations and references from
Lefebvre provides the reader with helpful insight into the latter's often obtuse statements.
But beyond mere illustration, Borden's project also succeeds methodologically. The book
is a deft application of the breadth of Lefebvre's thinking to the critical analysis of a set of
social practices, as a means to new knowledge about architectural space. Borden uses the
behavior, perceptions, values, and imagination of the skateboarder to lead us through an
`interrogation' of the functions and meanings of architecture. It is here that Borden shows a
sophisticated understanding of Lefebvre's work. The analysis is essentially anthropological,
examining how space is experienced and made use of in the performance of one group's
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social identity. The book covers an impressive sweep, combining a very general theorization of
contemporary urban society with attention to subtle details of human behavior, symbolism,
and spatial design. A wealth of illustrations enhance the reader's feel for the subject.
Throughout the book, Borden foregrounds two connected processes: how skaters' actions
frame a distinctive perception of space, and how their social identity is constructed opposition-
ally. He neatly draws together insights from phenomenology, existentialism, and Marxism to
portray skateboarding as an ongoing ``recombination of body, image, thought and action''
(page 33) that provides `` a partial glimpse in the society of the spectacle of a recovery of the
body'' (page 109).
Borden's discussion of skateboarding practices defines both an historical and a geograph-
ical progression, beginning in the 1970s in suburban Los Angeles with the `discovery' of drained
backyard pools and concrete drainage pipes, moving on during the 1980s to purpose-built
skateparks and ramps, and ultimately to `street' skating in the 1990s. Spatial practices are only
one aspect of skateboarder's identity construction, and Borden also charts the history of skate-
board design, and the iconography and media through which skating culture reproduces its
social space. Much of this discussion lacks spatial significance, being valuable only as a docu-
mentary archive for the skateboarding aficionado. There is a brief discussion of the significance
of gender and race in skating culture. However, this fails to mention whether different identities
skate differently, or explore any tensions that arise from these subgroups' use of skating space.
The book culminates in an examination of skateboarding as a performative critique of
the city. Chapters 7 and 8 counterpose Borden's two major themes. On the one hand, skating
in urban public spaces is an unselfconscious, exuberant, and above all sensual exploration of
a complex terrain. On the other, it is a dialectical production of social difference through a
confrontation of the serious adult world, a devalorization of function, commodification, high
culture, social order, bodily passivity, and safety. In these two chapters Borden gives a very
illuminating reappraisal of public space. By looking at such unfamiliar, unexpected ways people
use space, he draws the reader's attention to the great potentials for exciting, inventive, and
meaningful experience in even the most banal, functional urban environments. Indeed, Borden
convincingly argues that the forms skateboarding behavior takes are fundamentally shaped by
such contradictions; they rely on the limitations and tensions of the contemporary city, just as
they struggle against them. This dialectical view of how the urban landscape is experienced
is the greatest strength of the study. Unfortunately, Borden's tight focus on skater-centered
experience leads him to be dismissive of other social groups' critiques of skateboarding; he
denies the authenticity of their ideals and lived experiences. In doing so, he suppresses many of
the differences and confrontations, both social and spatial, that lie at the heart of everyday
urban life.
Because of the tensions and contradictions at the heart of skateboarding, the usefulness of
Borden's observations for designers is not clear. The book certainly does not suggest how to
prevent skateboarding in public spaces. The virtue of Borden's approach is that, rather
than providing simple answers, it opens up a host of complex questions about how sensory
experience, social relations, and physical space are interconnected, and suggests new ways of
interpreting these connections. This work serves as a fine model for future environment ^
behaviour research. It provides a fascinating, open-ended, and ultimately optimistic vision of
urban life, for designers, researchers, and citizens.
Quentin Stevens
Faculty of Architecture, Building and Planning, University of Melbourne, VIC 3010, Australia
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